The Great Wall winds its way westward over the vast territory of China from the bank of the Yalu River and ends at the foot of snow-covered Qilianshan and Tianshan (mountains). It climbs steep mountains and cuts across pasturelands and deserts. A most massive barrier, it involves difficult engineering work and has a very long history. It is seldom that we see such a gigantic project in China or elsewhere in the world.
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The immense barrier an epic
Tens of thousands of writers have praised it in classic Chinese literature since ancient times --in these, chronology, poems, and lyrics, pairs of scrolls written with couplets, novels, and legendary tales. Poems dedicated to frontier fortresses with the Great Wall as the themeare grand and heroic, imbued with a spirit that can conquer mountains and rivers. They rank as important literary works. The poems by Cen Can, Gao Shi, Wang Changling and WangWei are popular and read by many readers in later generations. Military writings and political essays about the Great Wall constitute major works in ancient Chinese political and military science or history. They deserve to be studied and are useful references.
Socialist new China has emerged like the red sun in the east. A nation with separatist regimes and torn apart by rival principalities among various ethnic groups, due to contradictions among different power groups, is gone forever. The Great Wall is a symbol of diligence, labor and will power of different ethnic groups.
In order to protect the Great Wall --a creative work of ancient laboring people of China and a precious historic relic, over 100 sections of the Great Wall have been declared under protection in various provinces, cities, autonomous regions and autonomous cities. In 1961the State Council declared Shanhaiguan Pass, Cloud Terrace of Juyongguan Pass, Badaling,Pingxingguan Pass, Jiayuguan Pass, which are famous city walls and mountain passes as key historic relics under state protection. Special departments have been set up to preserve and manage these major historic monuments.
New cities, factories, farms, pastureland, schools, hospitals and living quarters now standing formerly sparsely populated, backward, and poverty-stricken areas along the Great Wall. Mountains are now forested. Oases spring up in deserts. Wasteland is turned into good farming areas. Either side of the Great Wall now wears a new look. The whole scene is one of prosperity. The ancient Great Wall is even more imposing and picturesque today than ever before.
Love China, repair her Great Wall
Three hundred years have elapsed since the Qing Dynasty ceased to repair and reconstruct the Great Wall, which also ceased to be maintained in the same span of time. Three hundred years of attack by rain and wind and destruction by man have reduced the Great Wall into a rather dilapidated place and into a state of decay by slow process.
In 1952 soon after liberation the Chinese government began to appropriate funds to repair the massive ancient architecture of the nation, which was listed as China's major repair project.
Juyongguan Pass, Badaling and Shanhaiguan Pass were first to be repaired. JiayuguanPass was later added in the list for repair. The three passes were opened to tourists from abroad and the nation, who number by tens of thousands. This has had a meaningful impact.
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The section in Badaling is so crowded today that it is difficult indeed to accommodate a great influx of visitors. 
